
Remote Press Room Overview
The Remote Press Room has been developed to enable accredited media access
to the stars of an event remotely, allowing increased COVID-19 security whilst also
extending reach to markets that wouldn’t usually attend in person.

In order to provide the service, we will build out a branded version of the platform
to suit your needs with an annual management fee that covers all core
functionality. Additional fees are then applied per use to cover the team and
equipment costs.

This document provides an overview of the Remote Press Room and how it can
be used at your event, alongside the requirements and associated costs of its
delivery.
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If you have any questions or would like to book the service, please contact
Matthew Quine (matt@vincosport.com) & Grace Binnie (grace@vincosport.com).
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Summary
Vinco to provide a service that includes:

● A Virtual Mixed Zone running on a robust, reliable streaming player.
○ Remote communication between journalists and interviewees.
○ Low latency, enabling both the media and your content teams to

work from the feed.
○ Livestreams will be available at multiple bitrates to ensure smooth

playback for those without fast internet speeds.
○ Content generation in real-time for use on social media platforms, TV

and radio.

● An extensive media library, displaying videos, photos and documents from
your event that can be downloaded for use by the media.

● A notifications system that allows push notifications and real-time updates
on the pages, ensuring that the media don’t miss a thing.

● Additional customisation is also possible, such as including livestreams of
the event on the platform so that media can watch your event and access
interviews and information all in one central location.

● High levels of security including:
○ Video player will be locked to the webpage to prevent unsolicited

sharing.
○ Password protection of the platform, either as a blanket password

provided only to the media or individual user accounts.
○ Optional layers of access, providing control over which elements of

the website the media can access according to their accreditation
level.
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The Virtual Mixed Zone

The Virtual Mixed Zone is the centrepiece of the Remote Press Room, providing
real-time quotes and access to the competitors via an interactive livestream.

We can provide a combination of question and answer forms that allow an
interviewer to ask the questions on behalf of the media or moderated video
calling, so that the media are able to put their questions to the interviewee
directly.

Whilst all this is taking place, our team will remotely clip the content to ensure it is
available to download within just a few minutes of the interview having taken
place.

Alternatively, we can utilise video chat products within the system to allow
journalists to ask their questions directly to the interviewee in a moderated video
call, whilst also providing livestreams to those that do not wish to ask their own
questions and the live clipping for archive use.
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VMZ Livestreams
● All feeds will carry the Client’s branding or can be completely white label.
● The quality of the feed will match the viewer’s internet speed, showing a

maximum quality of full HD for those with a fast enough connection.
● A form next to the video feed will contain boxes that detail:

○ Requester’s publication
○ Athlete/competitor it’s aimed at
○ Question

● The form will submit the question directly to the interviewer’s device in
real-time.

● Display of all questions submitted by journalists.
● Example on the following page.

The below screenshot shows an example of how the livestream page looked for
one of our clients (Weltklasse Zürich/Wanda Diamond League), where the user
could switch between multiple interactive feeds whilst also seeing real-time
notifications from the team on site.
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VMZ Recorded Clips
● These will be created within minutes of the interview concluding.
● Uploaded files will be 720P in H.264.
● Each athlete/competitor interviewed will have their own clip.
● High-resolution clips suitable for broadcast can also be taken from the

camera if required.

The screenshot above includes a list of interviews from the Wanda Diamond
League. In it, you can see that the video also includes a download link so that the
media can use it as appropriate on their website. This can be changed to an
embed link if preferred.
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Real-time Photo Pool
Provide imagery to media outlets that can’t attend as fast as the photographer
can upload them to the cloud (Dropbox, FTP, Drive, etc) and we’ll do the rest.

One of our team members will be on hand to tag the subjects in the photos so
that users can filter them by athlete name, nationality, event or photographer.

As soon as the photos are uploaded to Dropbox, the website spots them and
makes a copy available to download to the press with information on who they
should contact for use (if required) and how to download.
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Push Notifications
We can deploy one of two notifications systems:

● Real-time push notifications
● On-screen real-time notifications with an attached audio notification.

Real-Time Notifications
Reach the media in real-time with push notifications to their desktop device.
These work to anyone using:

● An Android phone or tablet.
● Any web browser such as Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Safari or Firefox.

These will be sent automatically, such as when a newly recorded interview is
available for playback, or can be manually triggered via a web page which will
deliver it to all devices that have subscribed within 60 seconds. This has been
used at other events to notify the press when an athlete is approaching the
Remote Press Room.

When a user first visits the website, they will
be asked if they want a notification for
important events (above) but it can also be
changed using a red bell icon in the lower left
of the page (left).
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Real-Time On Screen Notifications
We can also install real-time text notifications to sit alongside the key content on
the website, allowing your team to keep media up-to-date.

Below you can find a screenshot of how this was implemented during Weltklasse
Zürich in September 2021, the Wanda Diamond League Final.
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Clients in 2020/21
The platform has been used by a series of high profile meetings over the last year
including, but not limited to, the following events:
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Costs
All prices exclude UK VAT which may have to be added, depending on tax laws. The costs
below are for a one-day event and are not inclusive of the set-up costs and annual
management fee required to set up the platform. The cost of these depends on the
extent of customisation required and will be discussed as part of initial negotiations.

Each tier includes the following:

- 1 x archiver to log the content and tag it with interviewee details
- 1 x editor to clip the content and upload to the Remote Press Room’s storage
- Adequate testing time to ensure video and audio streaming quality in advance of

the meeting
- Mechanisms to provide push notifications, streaming, question delivery, storage

and download of videos
- Depending on the tier you choose, you may need to provide the appropriate

equipment.

Feature Bronze Silver Gold Diamond Bespoke

Number of livestreams 1 1 1 1 1+

Recorded Interviews ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Meet day remote support
staff

2 3 3 3 3+

Audio files for interviews ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Photo Pool ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hardware Encoder* ✔ ✔ ✔

Equipment and
interviewer**

✔ ✔

Prices start at £1,000 GBP ex VAT, please contact us for
more information.

* We will provide a hardware encoder to you that can combine multiple connections (SIM card x 2, ethernet and
WiFi) and stream direct to Vinco servers.

** Equipment includes:
● 1 x camera.
● 2 x microphone.
● 2 x lighting.
● 1 x tablet to view incoming questions.
● 1 x interviewer. Push notifications operator, camera operator and sound engineer also available upon

request.
● Does not include transport and full board accommodation costs.
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